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Putting things into context: segmenting 
photographs based on hand-drawn lines 

Abstract 
This report presents a method for finding areas of interest in an image, based on lines drawn in 
that image. The method is designed to work with photographic images of whiteboards, where 
the information on the whiteboard can be categorized based on the structure of what is drawn on 
it. Structurally, the method is divided into two main phases. The first phase processes a bitmap 
image and outputs a set of vectorized features representing strokes of a pen. The second phase 
filters and categorizes these features and matches them against pre-defined contextual models. 
The output from the second phase is a set of matching contextual models, each containing a set 
of area outlines representing contextually important areas of the image. 
The method proves robust both to variations in the quality of input – such as lighting, angles 
and signal-to-noise ratio - as well as to the choice of parameters used by the algorithms 
internally. 

Att sätta saker i sitt sammanhang: Segmentering 
av bilder utifrån handritade linjer 

Sammanfattning 
I den här rapporten presenteras en metod för att identifiera intressanta områden i en bild utifrån 
streck ritade i bilden. Metoden har designats för att hantera foton, specifikt av whiteboards, där 
informationen på whiteboarden kan delas in utifrån de streck som dragits på den. Strukturellt 
sett är metoden uppdelad i två faser. I den första fasen behandlas en bitmapbild och resultatet 
blir en mängd vektoriserade representationer av handritade linjer. Dessa behandlas sedan i den 
andra fasen, där de kategoriseras, filtreras och slutligen matchas mot fördefinierade kontextuella 
modeller. Resultatet av den andra fasen är den uppsättning kontextuella modeller som passar in, 
vardera med information om de kontextuellt intressanta områden i bilden som modellen 
identifierat. 
Metoden visar sig robust både vad gäller kvalitén på indata – såsom ljusförhållanden, vinklar 
och signal-till-brus-förhållande – som valet av de parametrar som används av algoritmerna 
internt.  
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Introduction 
Background 
Bontouch is a Swedish company that develops mobile phone apps for other companies. Among 
other things, they have developed software for cleaning up and extracting written and drawn 
information from camera photos, be it from a notepad or from sticky notes placed on a 
whiteboard or wall. There has been a desire to extend this information extraction by adding 
context from the surrounding picture, i.e. by not just extracting and cleaning up the notes on the 
whiteboard, but also what has been drawn around or in-between them. This project looks at just 
that. 
The goal is to be able to process a photo, e.g. one of a whiteboard, and identify the contextual 
areas of the image from the lines that have been drawn on it. This information can then be 
collated with that extracted from one of the pre-existing algorithms for object extraction, to put 
those extracted objects into a category. To exemplify: a whiteboard can have the lines of a 
SWOT (Wikipedia contributors, 2015) matrix drawn on it in marker pen and a number of sticky 
notes that name areas that are identified as strengths, weaknesses etc. placed on it in the 
respective quadrants. A pre-existing algorithm would identify and extract what has been written 
on the notes and where they are placed in the image, whereas this algorithm would identify 
which parts of the image correspond to each of the four categories. 
The system will be designed to also deal with other kinds of spatial segmentation forms, such as 
tables with multiple rows and columns, possibly with predefined meanings such as in a Kanban 
(Wikipedia contributors, 2015) board. The focus will be on forms consisting of relatively long 
and straight lines. Other types of contextual information, like relations signified by lines or 
arrows connecting objects fall outside the scope of this project. The aim is to construct a system 
that can relatively easily be extended to support such relations. 

Overview 
This paper describes a system divided into two main phases: image processing and model 
matching. As such, some sections have separate subsections for each of these phases.  
The Theory section describes some of the theoretical background necessary for understanding 
the rest of the text. This section also gives a cursory overview of algorithms related to the 
problem at hand. 
The Observations and Initial attempt sections describe the initial observations on which the 
solution is built and how they were first applied. Although much of the initial solution was 
scrapped, its development provided a great deal of insight that led to the solution proposed 
herein. 
The Final method section describes the algorithm in its final form and the Evaluation section 
presents the method and results of applying the algorithm on a set of 159 test images. 
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Theory 
This section describes some digital image basics, followed by an overview of image processing 
techniques. Emphasis is put on describing the algorithms that are used later on in the paper. 
The section closes with a discussion about different approaches to the problem at hand.  

Bitmap data 
The human eye contains two types of vision cells, cones and rods. There are three types of 
cones, each reacting to a specific range of the visible light spectrum. It is the intensity of light 
over these three spectra that make up what we humans see as color. The rods are the more 
sensitive of the two and react to the general intensity of visible light. They provide most of the 
visual information during low-light conditions. 
Digital images are often represented using two-dimensional arrays of picture elements (pixels). 
For color images, each pixel is made up of three components, since humans can see three colors. 
In many cases these are the red, green and blue intensities. Not only the storage of images, but 
also the capture (using digital cameras) and presentation (televisions and computer displays) are 
modeled on human vision. 
Digital cameras function similarly to the eye, in that they often have sensors for each of the 
three primary colors, although the specific layout of these sensors might not directly translate to 
three-component pixel elements. Since the human eye is more sensitive to the color green than 
to red or blue, cameras often have more sensors for green than for the other colors. Some 
cameras instead have sensors for the secondary colors: cyan, yellow and magenta. 
Displays, such as computer monitors, present images using arrays of light-emitting elements. In 
many respects, their design is similar to that of digital cameras: the arrays may not correspond 
directly to three-component pixels, sometimes having more emitters for green than for other 
colors. Regardless, as images are presented to humans, they are inevitably being displayed as set 
of red, green and blue intensities – as that is how our eyes work. 

Image compression 
When images are stored so that each pixel is represented by a fixed number of bits, they are 
referred to as bitmaps. Often, these bits are stored linearly; with each pixel containing three 
color components directly following each other. Stored this way, the color information is 
interleaved. This is good for presentation and manipulation, as all the information for one pixel 
is conveniently stored together. It is, however, more problematic for image compression. 
It is possible to store images more efficiently by utilizing that the human eye is more sensitive 
to light than to color. The way color is represented for a pixel is called its color-space. Although 
there are intricacies to how this works (i.e. what ranges are represented by the color 
components), for our purposes, it’s enough to say that RGB is one such color-space. By 
changing to another color-space, it is possible to treat brightness and color separately. 
Intricacies aside, YCbCr is one such color-space, where Y is called the luma channel and 
represents brightness, and Cb and Cr are called the chroma channels and represent color. In 
many image compression systems, the chroma channels are immediately reduced to one quarter 
their initial resolution, with each chroma pixel representing the color for four luma pixels. When 
the number of pixels for luma and chroma differ, the channels are often stored separate from 
one-another: first all of luma, then all of chroma. Color information stored like this is called 
planar.  
Although this report does not use image compression techniques explicitly, it does make use of 
a YCbCr color-space to represent colors during processing. The idea is to have a representation 
that more closely matches human perception that does RGB. The pixels are still stored 
interleaved, with chroma at full resolution.  
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Image processing 
An image needs to be processed somehow for software to make sense of it. There are many 
different classes of detection algorithms, such as edge detection, ridge detection and object 
detection. Before that, real-life images usually need to be filtered to reduce the amount of noise.  

Line detection 
There are a number of different methods for detecting straight lines. The Hough transform 
(Hough, 1962) (Duda & Hart, 1972) is one. It can also be adapted to other types of curves. In its 
basic form it only describes the location and angle of infinite lines, so extra work is needed to 
identify the bounds of line segments. The Hough transform is described more in the Model 
matching section. 
Work has also been done on beamlets (Shuangcheng, Lipei, Long, & Xiangdong, 2008), which 
are related to wavelets. All these methods exist to directly identify straight lines or line 
segments from photos. 
Although our usage focuses on extracting contextual information from the arrangement of 
ostensibly straight lines in a photograph, there are a couple of details that leads to existing line 
detection methods not being optimal for our use. Firstly, the “lines” we want to extract are 
human-made and thus not perfectly straight. In many cases they will be heavily curved and we 
cannot necessarily ignore this curvature and just approximate the line as drawn with a straight 
line-segment. Secondly, we would like the system to be extendable to other context models 
without significant extra work, especially not in the image processing stage. This could include 
being able to group items by circling them or connecting items with curved lines or arrows. 

Edge detection 
Edge detection is the process of analyzing a bitmap image and extracting the areas of the image 
where it changes abruptly, such as going from bright to dark or from red to green. A common 
way of representing edges output by an edge detection algorithm is a second, binary image of 
the same size as the input, with ones where there is an edge and zeroes where there is not. 

Canny edge detection 
The Canny edge detector (Canny, 1986), developed by John F. Canny in 1986, strives to 
accurately detect as many correct edges as possible without adding false edges from noise and 
without detecting the same edge more than once. Canny edge detection, in its original 
formulation, only works on single channel (i.e. gray-scale) images. To perform Canny edge 
detection on a color image, the image needs to be turned into a single channel representation of 
itself. This can be done by, for each pixel, choosing the average of the red, green and blue 
channels, or by calculating the intensity using a perceptual color model, such as L’ab or some 
variant of YCbCr. Using a perceptual intensity, such as the Luma (or Y) channel from YCbCr 
has the benefit of better corresponding to the way a human would see the image and should 
therefore result in better edge detection in images produced for human consumption, such as the 
ones we are processing. 
The Canny edge detector works by first calculating gradients at each position in the image by 
employing a pre-existing gradient operator, such as Sobel (Sobel, 2014). A separate horizontal 
and vertical gradient is calculated for each position. The aggregate of these two gradients 
indicate the true strength and direction of the gradient at each position. The gradient is then 
processed to suppress non-local-maxima, so that each edge is only represented by a single pixel 
across its width. This will be the pixel at which the gradient is the largest. These pixel gradients 
are then compared against two thresholds – one upper and one lower – to determine whether 
they should remain in the final output set of edge pixels. All gradients above the upper threshold 
are designated as strong edge pixels. All gradients between the upper and lower thresholds are 
designated as weak edge pixels. Finally, weak edges are tracked and the ones that are connected 
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to strong edges are turned into strong edges themselves. Thus, weak edge pixels are only 
included in the final output if they are, recursively, connected to strong edge pixels. 
To get a useful result from Canny edge detection, the input image needs to first be filtered to 
suppress noise; otherwise too many false edges will be detected. The two thresholds for Canny 
edge detection also need to be selected, somehow. Preferably, this should be done automatically 
to account for the properties of the input image.  
 

 

→ 

 
Figure 1: Close-up of test set photo (left) and example of Canny edge detection (right). 

The problem of photographs 
Real-life photographs add a number of problems on top of those intrinsic to bitmap images in 
general. Chief among these are image noise and varying levels of lighting. Image noise needs to 
be filtered before many other image processing techniques become viable. Lighting levels need 
to be adapted for, so that thresholds and similar parameters work as expected. On top of this, 
poor lighting levels will also result in a noisier image, since the level of signal is lower 
compared to relatively steady levels of noise. As such, it is difficult to get consistent results over 
any wide range of inputs. To combat this, processing parameters can be adapted based on the 
input image or the image itself can go through some form of normalization before being 
processed further. 

Vector images 
Images need not be stored as bitmap data. They can also be stored as so-called vector images. 
These consist of a number of instructions that describe how the image is built up, usually from a 
number of outlines that describe areas and curves that describe lines. These components are then 
colored-in based on other instructions. Due to their representation, vector images can be 
reproduced at a large range of scales without introducing artifacts, such as appear when 
changing the scale of a bitmap image. 
Vector images are primarily useful for storing illustrations and similar images, perhaps 
generated directly on a computer. Before a regular image, like a photograph, can be stored as a 
vector image it needs to be vectorized. During vectorization, the outlines of the separate areas of 
the image are extracted from pixel data. As part of this process, the outlines are simplified so 
they can be represented by as few curves as possible while retaining high fidelity. In its simplest 
formulation, these curves are sets of line segments. Several algorithms exist for simplifying 
such a curve (Teh & Chin, 1989). In this project, Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (Ramer, 1972) 
(Douglas & Peucker, 1973) is used due to its simplicity. 
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Model matching 

Approaches 
Much of computer vision is about trying to identify or track individual objects in a scene. This 
can be used, for example, to identify faces in a security system, to perform optical character 
recognition to extract text from an image, and so on. This project is not aimed at finding a 
specific class of objects, but rather to analyze the environment around those objects. As such, 
methods for object detection are of little use to us. 
There are many ways one could determine whether an image matches a predefined contextual 
model. One way to separate these methods could be whether they work explicitly from rules 
given by a developer or implicitly from examples provided to a learning algorithm.  

Machine-learning techniques 
Machine-learning techniques work by presenting an algorithm with a set of training data for 
which the desired output of the algorithm has been pre-determined. Training is usually 
performed repeatedly with the same set, each time adjusting the parameters of the algorithm 
slightly to improve the result – this is called supervised learning. Supervised learning is a 
common technique for artificial neural networks, such as the multilayer perceptron. Provided 
the type of network used is powerful enough, it’s possible to create very advanced 
categorizations from a general-purpose algorithm. 
Unfortunately, after learning has completed the artificial neural network works more or less as a 
black box. This makes it difficult, if not impossible, to manually adjust and troubleshoot. If the 
output of the network is too poor there is not much that can be done about it, other than 
redesigning the network and/or the training set and re-train it. 

Conventional techniques 
Whereas a learning system can be adapted to different categorizations solely by changing the 
expected output used during learning, conventional techniques for model matching are driven 
by the design of the algorithm, rather than the data fed into it.  
The Hough-transform (Hough, 1962) works by letting individual pixels vote on the existence of 
straight lines going through it. Votes are tallied on a two-dimensional scorecard, with one 
dimension representing the angle of the line and the other dimension representing the distance 
of the line to the origin. These dimensions need to be divided into large ranges, so that pixels 
indicating the existence of lines at roughly the same distance and angle are tallied together. The 
ranges need also be small enough for the information it provides to be usefully accurate for the 
application. 
The number of votes in each cell of the scorecard indicates the likelihood of a line at the 
corresponding angle and distance from the origin existing in the image. The crucial aspect of 
this method is that it captures nothing outside of straight lines. To have it recognize another 
shape requires significant redesign of the algorithm, including a redesigned scorecard with 
different axes and, possibly, a different number of dimensions. Such work has been done for 
circles and other shapes that can be described analytically (Duda & Hart, 1972) as well as for 
shapes in general (Ballard, 1981). 
This project takes an explicit approach to model matching with the intent that future models 
could be added without requiring intimate knowledge of the whole algorithm. The intent is to 
add model matching as a completely separate stage, working only on high-level data. 
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Observations 
The method proposed in this paper revolves around a concept of pen strokes: runs of connected 
pixels that have a beginning and an end as if drawn by a human hand. They need not be 
perfectly straight – in fact they could just as easily be curved or even circular. By looking at the 
output of edge detection applied to an image containing hand-drawn lines, one thing was 
immediately obvious: the edges of the lines we are looking for always come in close pairs. This 
sets them apart from many other edges that may appear in an image, such as those of sticky 
notes, easels, magnetic objects placed on a whiteboard, et cetera. It is from this observation that 
the algorithm described herein evolved. Given perfect edge detection data, such as that from a 
computer-generated image, we could immediately reject any edges that don’t have a more-or-
less exact replica a few pixels to either side. 
Another feature of hand-drawn lines is that where they intersect, they are not bounded by edge 
pixels on each side. In fact, given perfect edge detection and similar colors, they will not be 
bounded by edge pixels on any side. The fact that we cannot rely on hand-drawn lines being 
completely bounded by edge pixels, neither with perfect edge detection nor without, requires us 
to allow for a certain amount of missing pixels when deducing the existence of a line. As the 
missing edge pixels may exist both in the middle of a line and at either end of it, we will need to 
deal with both these cases. We will thus not require exact matching of edge pixels on each side, 
but instead look for enough support on each side to continue extending the line. In spite of this, 
there might be cases where this is not enough; intersecting lines is one of them. 
Although the concept of pairwise edges does capture a quality that is common for all hand-
drawn lines, it is not a quality that is unique to them. Other edges may appear in pairs even 
though they do not correspond to a line in the image, such as when two items are placed close to 
one-another or, even, when two lines are drawn close to each other. In these cases, the algorithm 
may (falsely) identify the space between those edges as being a line.  
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Initial attempt 
The initial method of solving this problem was designed to be very straightforward. It did, 
however, have a number of shortcomings both in implementation and in the quality of the 
output. It is described here as it informed the design of the final method. 

The first attempt was based solely on edge detection data. It started out with a preprocessing 
stage very similar to the one used in the final method, followed by Canny edge detection. The 
edge map was then processed to extract all connected components, hereby named outlines. 
These outlines were divided wherever they changed direction too quickly. This would remove 
the end caps of single pen strokes and turn a single outline for them into two separate outlines. 
This was important since the algorithm relied on finding pairs of outlines to determine the 
existence of pen strokes. Since image data is noisy, and therefore edge detection data is 
imperfect, it was not possible to rely on the existence of end caps to find pairs of lines. Cutting 
up the outlines would also handle cases of overlapping lines or where they joined at edges.  
At this stage, the outlines were graphs of edge pixels. These were simplified to make them into 
single runs of pixels that could be traced from one end to the other. It was these runs that were 
then paired based on proximity, length similarity and direction. The edges were then processed 
from longest to shortest and each was joined with its best twin and turned into pen strokes with 
a color and width. 
As this method relied completely on the binary edge information as output the edge detector, 
any breaks in the edge data would result in the creation of several, partial outlines. This could, 
in turn, result in pairs not being found, since the outlines would differ too much in length. Even 
if pairs were found, they could be too short and require reconnecting the resulting pen strokes as 
a post-processing step. Having only the binary edge information also means that there will be no 
information at all available for very weak edges. This can be due to them being too weak to be 
included by the lower Canny threshold, but it can also be due to image noise that causes a weak 
edge to not be connected to a strong edge. This results in breaks in the edges that we really can 
do nothing about at this stage. 
Cutting up the outlines required calculating their directions, using a run of pixels to extrapolate 
from. Pairing the outlines was also problematic, since a single outline could, in theory, be the 
result of a pen stroke on each side of it. A quirk of the algorithm was that an outline would only 
get paired with a single, other outline. This could lead to some strokes simply not getting 
detected. 
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Final method 
The algorithm was significantly reworked to overcome the problems of the initial attempt. 
Although one of the strengths of Canny is that it unambiguously identifies edge pixels of the 
image, for our purposes it would be useful to retain information about even very weak edges. 
Performing Canny edge detection with a very low lower threshold would retain such edges but 
would not allow a distinction between strong edges – edges that can be relied on – and weak 
edges, that can be used to support the existence of a pen stroke but is not enough for the 
detection of one. For this purpose, I propose what I call Multilevel Canny, where weak edges 
are retained but with a lower confidence level. 
While cutting up and pairing outlines in the initial attempt, a short run of pixels would be 
approximated with a straight line segment to calculate the instantaneous direction of the line 
and, using the normal of that line, the directions of possible twins. While describing this initial 
technique it became obvious that I was just attempting to reconstruct information that was 
readily available in an earlier step of the process, namely after the gradient calculation step of 
the edge detection. From this realization, the whole rest of the algorithm was scrapped and 
replaced by two new steps: Midpoint detection and Stroke tracing.  
The system described in this paper is divided into two main phases: image processing and 
model testing. The purpose of the first phase is to extract hand-drawn lines from binary image 
data and turn them into a vectorized representation. The second phase classifies the extracted 
pen strokes and compares this information against pre-designed contextual models, in order to 
find one that matches. This phase emits a set of named polygons as identified by the contextual 
model. The primary example used throughout will be a SWOT matrix (Wikipedia contributors, 
2015), as it represents a very simple contextual model. 
 

   
Figure 2: Workflow: A photograph (left) is processed by the first phase into a set of vectorized 
pen strokes (middle). During the second phase, these strokes are matched against predefined 
models and turned into contextual areas (right). 

The image processing phase 
The first phase starts out with a series of preprocessing steps. The image is smoothed, its color-
space is changed and it is, optionally, downscaled. These all prepare the image for edge 
detection. As long as smoothing is performed first, the other preprocessing steps can be 
performed in any order. After edge detection comes midpoint detection, where pairs of edge 
points are used to find the center-point of lines in the image. Finally, these center-points are 
joined to form pen strokes. 

Preprocessing 
The image is smoothed, using a Gaussian kernel, to reduce the level of noise. As with many 
techniques it is important to strike a balance on the amount of smoothing applied. Applying too 
much smoothing will erase or displace the edge information. Applying too little smoothing will 
leave too much noise, which will result in too many erroneous edges being found in later stages. 
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The image needs to be smoothed even if it is also downscaled. Otherwise the downscaling 
process will create artifacts that can be identified as edges during edge detection.  
Downscaling is only performed to reduce the amount of processing necessary in the rest of the 
algorithm. Any possible noise reducing effects of downscaling will have already been 
performed by the smoothing step. As such, if the image is to be downscaled, it should be 
downscaled significantly. Halving both the width and the height reduces the amount of pixels to 
one fourth. Quartering both dimensions reduces the amount of pixels to one sixteenth. Both are 
quick and easy to perform. If only looking for large-scale features, such as the long, dividing 
lines of a table or SWOT matrix, such a low resolution may be sufficient. 
The color space is converted from RGB to a more perceptually accurate color space. This 
implementation uses YCbCr. 

Edge detection 
Although the basic version of Canny works solely on gray-scale images, a few versions of 
Canny edge detection exist that take color into account (Xin, Ke, & Xiaoguang, 2012). In this 
paper, I propose and use a simple extension that calculates separate gradients in all three 
channels of a perceptual color space, in this case YCbCr, and combines them using a weighted 
L2 norm. This intensity is only used for thresholding. To find the direction of the gradient, only 
the luma channel is used. This is because the L2 norm is always positive, so directional 
information is lost. The weights in this algorithm can be set on a per-channel basis. Setting the 
weights of the chroma channels to zero effectively reduces this algorithm to Canny’s original. 
The effects of this method are evaluated in the Results section.  

Multilevel Canny 
The purpose of Multilevel Canny is not only to get information about where edges are but also 
how confident we are about the existence of these edges. If we have a weak edge that extends 
out from a strong one, we would like to be able to use that information to extend a pen stroke 
we have already begun extracting. The original formulation of Canny already takes this into 
account with its hysteresis thresholding. However, this will fall down if anything (such as noise 
or a crossing line) disconnects the strong and weak edge pixels. The Canny implementation 
used in this project outputs full intensity (a pixel value of 255) for edge pixels and no intensity 
(a pixel value of 0) for non-edge pixels. By adding a third, even lower threshold value, the 
Canny implementation can be modified to output a value between 0 and 255 for weak edge 
pixels with gradient intensities above this lowest threshold, to indicate the level of confidence in 
that edge pixel. Rather than modifying the internals of the Canny implementation, this 
information can also be extracted by performing Canny edge detection more than once on a 
single input image, with different thresholds set, and then weighing them together. This can 
either be done linearly or by using individual thresholds for different confidence levels. 

Linear levels 
To construct an edge map with linearly graded edges we’ll need two Canny edge maps, one 
constructed from a pair of high thresholds and one from a pair of low thresholds, and the 
gradient intensity map of the image, the same as used by the Canny algorithm. The output edge 
map will be constructed as such: 

𝑜𝑢𝑡!,! = max  (ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ!,! , 𝑙𝑜𝑤!,! ∗
𝑔!,!

𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
) 

Treating edge map intensities as real numbers in the range 0, 1 , each output pixel is the 
maximum of the value from the high-confidence edge map and the value of the low-confidence 
edge map multiplied by the gradient intensity at that pixel, scaled by the highest Canny 
threshold used and clamped to 0, 1 . Thus, if there’s a non-zero edge pixel in the high-
confidence map, that value will be used. If there’s not, a scaled version of the gradient intensity 
at that pixel will be used. If the low-confidence edge map is also zero at that pixel, the output 
will, of course, be zero. 
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Thresholded levels 
If the gradient intensity map is, for some reason, not available, it is still possible to create an 
approximation of the graded edge map. Rather than scaling weak edge pixels by their gradient 
intensity, we can perform two or more Canny passes over the same image, with gradually lower 
thresholds, and then weigh them together using fixed weights. For example, using three edge 
maps high, mid and low the output edge map can be constructed by performing: 

𝑜𝑢𝑡!,! = max  (ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ!,! ,𝑚𝑖𝑑!,! ∗ 𝑤!"# , 𝑙𝑜𝑤!,! ∗ 𝑤!"#) 
Where wmid and wlow are the weights for the medium-confidence and low-confidence edge maps. 
It is from this formulation that the technique gets its name – multiple levels of Canny outputs 
are joined together in a single edge map. The thresholded version will strengthen weak edges 
better than the linear version, due to it applying multiple levels of hysteresis thresholding. This 
can be seen in Figure 3: in the thresholded version, each of the vertical bars of the hash (#) sign 
has a uniform intensity, where in the linear version it varies from pixel to pixel. The thresholded 
version does, however, require more passes of Canny, unless a specialized implementation is 
developed. 
 

  
Figure 3: Multilevel Canny variants: linear (left), and thresholded (right). 

Picking good thresholds 
Two different methods were evaluated for selecting the thresholds of the Canny algorithm. Both 
were applied to the same gradient intensity map that the Canny algorithm would use, rather than 
the raw input image. In a way, this folds threshold determination into the flow of the Canny 
algorithm, rather than it being a preprocessing step. Analyzing gradients, rather than raw image 
data, should allow for better thresholds, since it is to the gradient intensities that the thresholds 
are applied. Gradient intensity and pixel intensity are, of course, somewhat related. Primarily, 
though, analyzing the gradient intensities allows for using methods that are designed to work 
with only single-channel data, while still allowing us to weigh in color information as described 
above. The two variants of Multilevel Canny require four, for the linear version, and six, for the 
thresholded version, thresholds respectively – two for each Canny pass. The methods used to 
automatically determine thresholds output three values each, one for each possible Canny pass. 
These values are used as the high threshold for the respective Canny pass, with half of that 
value used as the lower threshold. 

Standard deviation method 
The first method calculates the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the gradients of the 
image. From these statistics, the thresholds are derived as follows: 

𝑡! = 𝑔 +   𝜎 ∗ 𝑓! 
Where 𝑔 is the arithmetic mean, 𝜎 the standard deviation, i is one of high, medium or low and fi 
is a fixed factor for each of the confidence levels. The threshold is thus determined by adding 
the standard deviation multiplied by a factor to the arithmetic mean of the gradient intensities. 
The factors used were determined experimentally using the set of test images. 
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Otsu’s method 
Otsu’s method (Otsu, 1979) is used to reduce a grayscale image into a binary one. It does this 
by determining the two classes of pixels in the image that minimizes inter-class variance or, 
conversely, maximizes intra-class variance – i.e. the pixels in each class are more like each 
other than they would be with any other classification. Although useful as an image-processing 
algorithm in and of itself, we use it to determine edge detector thresholds by applying it to the 
gradient map. Although there exist extensions of Otsu’s method for determining more than two 
classes (Arora, Acharya, Verma, & Panigrahi, 2008) (Liao, Chen, & Chung, 2001), only the 
original method was used in this project. It was, however, used in two different variations. 
Both variations apply Otsu’s method to the gradient map, producing a threshold value. The first 
variation uses this threshold value to create a new gradient map, where any values above the 
newly determined threshold are truncated to the value of that threshold. Otsu’s method is then 
applied again to this new gradient map, producing another, lower, threshold value and truncated 
gradient map. This process is then repeated a third time to extract the last threshold. These are, 
in turn, the upper thresholds for the high-confidence, medium-confidence and low-confidence 
edge maps. 
The second variation only runs Otsu’s method once and uses three predetermined factors to 
produce the three required upper thresholds. 

𝑡! = 𝑡!"#$ ∗ 𝑓! 
Although different factors have been tested, they are on the order of 1, 0.5 and 0.25 for the high-
confidence, medium-confidence and low-confidence edge maps respectively. 

Midpoint detection 
The second big change to the algorithm is how pairs of edges are detected and combined. Rather 
than attempting to pair whole outlines after extraction, individual pixels are paired using 
directional information from the gradient maps. 

Figure 4: An edge-and-gradient map (left) and two steps of midpoint detection (middle, right). 

Edge pixel processing 
The direction of the gradient at an edge pixel is calculated from the gradient maps. Starting from 
the edge pixel, the edge map is then searched along a straight line in the direction of the gradient 
for other edge pixels with matching gradients. Edge gradients are considered matching if they 
are roughly in the same or opposite direction. Of these matching edge pixels the one that has the 
highest confidence value is chosen. If more than one has the same confidence level, the closest 
one of them is chosen. The maximum extension of this search must be large enough to capture 
lines of every thickness used in the image. It must also be small enough to not identify edge 
pairs that are not the result of lines but rather of larger objects.  
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Once a far edge point has been chosen, the width of the line and the position of the midpoint are 
calculated. With this information in hand, a Midpoint is recorded with the following parameters: 

• The position in (x, y) coordinates. 
• The width of the stroke it is a part of (the distance between the edge points found) 
• The direction of the stroke at that point (90 degrees away from the gradient) 
• The level of confidence we have in this information (the average of the confidence 

levels of each of the edge points) 
Several pairs of edges may indicate the same midpoint, both with the same and with differing 
parameters. It is therefore not straightforward to store this information in a two-dimensional 
matrix or bitmap image, like the edge and gradient maps. Instead the midpoints are stored as a 
set with special semantics, described below. 
This whole process is then repeated in the opposite direction of the gradient, since the matching 
edge can be on either side of the original edge. Choosing only the closest, best twin in each 
direction reduces the number of possible false matches from nearby lines. This, in turn, allows 
us to search farther along each direction without creating very many false positives. 

Figure 5: A midpoint with the average angle of two edge gradients (left), an edge point that 
does not result in a midpoint (middle) and the complete set of midpoints for the edges (right). 

The midpoint set 
When two pairs of edge pixels indicate a common midpoint we need a way to combine this 
information unambiguously. There are two possible outcomes: either they both indicate the 
existence of the same stroke, in which case their information should be combined, or they 
indicate the existence of two separate strokes, in which case they should both be kept. 
Let’s say we have two midpoints at the same coordinate. One indicates a pen stroke at a 47-
degree angle that is seven pixels wide and the other indicates a pen stroke at a 42-degree angle 
that is eight pixels wide. For our purposes, they both indicate the same pen stroke and the true 
width and direction is probably somewhere in-between those values. Two (or more) such 
midpoints will then be weighted together. 
On the other hand, we might have two midpoints at the same coordinate where one indicates a 
pen stroke at a 90-degree angle and the other one at a 0-degree angle. They are obviously not 
part of the same pen stroke and should both be kept separately. We can then trace both a 
horizontal and a vertical line through this point unambiguously. 
Optimally, all the information about a point should be collected in one pass and then clustered 
based on full knowledge about the angles and widths indicated at each point. That way, the 
order in which these values are detected will not matter. The evaluated implementation instead 
adds or updates each point as the midpoint detection process progresses. Regardless, there are 
cases where this method would break down – specifically when very many different angles are 
found for a midpoint. The worst-case scenario being a single, fat dot, which has gradients 
corresponding to all angles, it being round. Fortunately, correctly finding single dots is not 
something that is required for this project. 
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The thresholds used for widths and angles are not set in stone and the effects of varying them 
will be examined in the Results section. For width, values between one or two pixels up to some 
factor of the maximum line width are plausible. For angles, anything between a few degrees 
and, say, 22.5 degrees should be reasonable. The reason for 22.5 degrees is that it would then 
cover a whole 45-degree wedge, grouping directions within the same midpoint to one of four 
main directions. If two coincident midpoints share the same width and direction, as per these 
thresholds, they are reduced to one. If there is at least an angle or a width mismatch, a new 
midpoint is added to the set. 
The midpoint detection process is somewhat akin to that of the Hough transform. During 
midpoint detection, ordered pairs of edge points can be seen as voting for the existence of a 
certain midpoint with certain parameters. It is important to note that a single edge point may be 
part of several pairs and that each of those pairs may indicate a different midpoint. This is 
especially true for edge points on curves and by corners. 
 

 

→ 

 
Figure 6: Multilevel Canny edge map and corresponding midpoints. 

Pen stroke tracing 
We’re now at a point where we can extract pen strokes from our set of midpoints. We start by 
picking a midpoint that has a high confidence value. Low confidence midpoints are only there 
to allow us to extend pen strokes that we are already sure exists. From this initial midpoint we 
initiate two searches, one along the direction recorded for this initial midpoint and one in the 
exact opposite direction. The search then proceeds as follows: 
Starting from a midpoint, the search proceeds in a cone along the current search direction. The 
cone expands as it gets further from the last midpoint to account for directional errors due to 
noise and other factors. The search proceeds until a matching midpoint is found or the 
maximum distance threshold is reached. This threshold starts out very low, at only a couple of 
pixels, and increases for each midpoint found until reaching a preset maximum limit. This is 
done to limit the number of false strokes extracted. 
The distance limit needs to be large enough to join pen stroke segments separated by crossing 
lines. To avoid falsely joining segments that should not be joined, the preprocessed image is 
checked at each step out from the last midpoint. If the color of the empty area differs enough 
from the color extracted for the midpoints thus far, the search is aborted as if reaching the 
current distance limit. Ideally, we should only stop if the color changes to that of the 
background. However, this would require reliably extracting foreground and background colors 
from the image – which is a research subject on its own (Minaee & Wang, 2015). The current 
method will thus handle crossing lines as long as they are of the same color. This should be 
sufficient for our uses, since the separating lines of a table are usually drawn in a single color. 
Midpoints are also matched on width. Only midpoints with a width close enough to a weighted 
average of the midpoints already extracted are considered when extending the pen stroke. 
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Extraction proceeds in both directions until we can no longer find more matching midpoints. 
Once a midpoint is found, the search direction is updated based on the direction of that 
midpoint. The amount by which the search direction changes depends on an inertia parameter. 
By setting the inertia to one, the search direction immediately changes to the direction 
associated with each new midpoint. Because the angles for midpoints can be wrong, due to 
noise or just because of the way the midpoint set combines midpoints, it is beneficial to at least 
smooth the angle over a couple of midpoints. For example, setting the inertia to four would 
change the angle by one fourth of the difference between the current search angle and the angle 
associated with the newly found midpoint. Since the search continues from the newly found 
midpoint – rather than, for example, a point extended directly along the search direction – 
smoothing the search angle does not result in the search immediately veering off course. 
While searching in one of the two main directions, the maximum distance threshold could 
increase and, in turn, make proceeding in the other direction possible when it previously was 
not. To account for this, expansion proceeds in alternating directions until the maximum 
distance threshold stops increasing and no more midpoints are found. 

Output 
Provided we have been able to collect enough midpoints, we order them from one end of the 
stroke to the other and put them into a list. We also make a note of all these points so that none 
of them are used to initiate a new pen stroke as the algorithm continues. Not doing so would 
lead to very many duplicates of the same stroke getting extracted. To try and limit the number 
of duplicate strokes output, we also suppress any midpoints within a small distance of the ones 
already extracted. They can still be used for extending strokes but not for starting them. This 
distance could reasonably be set anywhere between one pixel, to suppress discretization noise, 
to the full radius of the pen stroke, to suppress most other coincident strokes.  
The list of midpoints is then simplified using Ramer-Douglas-Puecker (Ramer, 1972) (Douglas 
& Peucker, 1973) to get a succinct description of the pen stroke. RDP works by discarding 
points that do not deviate farther than a maximum error parameter provided to the algorithm. 
Setting it as low as one or the square root of two would keep any points that are not perfectly on 
a straight line. Increasing this maximum error will keep fewer points, making the shape less 
accurate but, in turn, making all further processing faster. 
The points kept are put into a data structure together with the average width of the pen stroke as 
well as the color we have extracted for it. This structure is then appended to a list of extracted 
pen strokes. It is this list of strokes that is provided as input for the next stage of the algorithm. 

Model matching  
Once we have a list of possible pen strokes identified in the image, that list needs to be matched 
against one or more pre-made models to determine what structure, if any, is available in the 
image. Unfortunately, this list of pen strokes can contain a lot of false positives, especially if the 
input image contains many other, similar features. It can also contain duplicates, where the 
same feature is represented by several, very similar strokes. It might thus be poignant to filter 
these pen strokes before going forward. Regardless, they will need to be categorized to make 
explicit model matching possible – to find horizontal and vertical lines that cross each other we 
must first know which pen strokes correspond to horizontal and vertical lines respectively. 

Categorization 
We categorize strokes based on straightness, direction and length. Internally, the set of strokes 
received as input, remains unchanged. From that set we create categories which reference 
strokes in this input set, rather than copying or removing them. One way of creating new 
categories is by applying a filtering predicate to another, already existing category. This makes 
it easy to build up more and more refined categories, eventually ending up with ones containing, 
for example, only unique, long, vertical lines. 
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Straightness 
The straightness of a stroke can be determined by finding a linear approximation of it and 
calculating how far the actual stroke deviates from that linear approximation. This is similar to 
how RDP simplification works – as described in the previous section. For this project, the linear 
approximation is a straight line from the first to the last points of the stroke. A stroke is 
classified as straight if none of its points is further from this straight line than one tenth of the 
length of the line. This allows for some quite curved lines to be classified as straight, which 
suits our purposes well. It will still reject obviously round and curved shapes.  

Direction 
Once we have determined that a pen stroke is straight enough to be approximated by a single 
line segment, we can simply use the angle of that line segment to classify the line as 
approximately horizontal (around zero degrees) or approximately vertical (around ninety 
degrees). 

Length 
Lines are categorized as being long based on the actual size of the input image. Depending on 
when this refinement is applied, the length requirement can be a factor of the size of the 
dimension along which the stroke extends, or just a factor of one, e.g. the smallest, of the two 
dimensions of the image. This factor can of course be tuned. Reasonable values are probably in 
the range of 20% to 60% along whatever dimension was chosen. Larger values filter out more 
unnecessary information for further processing, but risks discarding lines that were erroneously 
cut short by the earlier stages of the algorithm. 

Filtering 
Apart from pure categorization – where we determine qualities of a pen stroke in isolation – 
there may also be a need for pure filtering. Specifically, this means the filtering out of 
duplicates and sub-strokes to make further model matching simpler. 
Due to the way the image processing stage works, there is a high risk of duplicates. Midpoints 
are found in isolation and then traced out. Any midpoints not used in one stroke may be used to 
initiate another stroke. If two midpoints are found for the same line, but end up on different but 
nearby pixels, chances are that one stroke will go through one of them while the other goes 
through the other while in most other respects being identical. It might be possible to improve 
the image-processing phase to get away from this specific issue, but in many cases it might still 
not be possible. Noisy images could still create many false midpoints. Those aside, there are 
also valid cases where two strokes will have large parts in common, so simply rejecting all 
duplicate uses of a midpoint is not an option. Regardless, the model matching stage should be 
robust despite being given imperfect data. 

Calculating overlap 
To be able to decide that two strokes are basically identical, we must determine how much they 
overlap – specifically, how much one overlaps the other and vice-versa. If they both overlap a 
lot, say 90% or more, we only keep the one in which we have the highest confidence – i.e. the 
one constructed from the midpoints in which we have the highest confidence. If one stroke is 
overlapped to a large degree by another, but only overlaps that other stroke a bit, it is considered 
a sub-stroke of the larger one and is also removed from the category. The amount of overlap is 
determined as follows: 
We take two pen strokes, A and B, where A is the one we’re calculating the overlap for, i.e. how 
much B overlaps A. Each line segment of A, that is the straight line segment between points ai 
and ai+1, is tested against each line segment of B by projecting points bj and bj+1 onto the line 
segment of A. This produces two horizontal coordinates, which are factors of the length of the 
line segment of A. If both of these coordinates are less than zero or larger than one, the current 
line segment of B is completely outside of [ai, ai+1] and processing continues with the next line 
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segment of B. 
 

 

Figure 7: Projecting 𝑏! and 𝑏!!! along the first line segment of A. Since they are too far apart, 
no overlap occurs. 

Otherwise, we need to determine the signed distance of both bj and bj+1 to [ai, ai+1]. If both 
distances are of the same sign, i.e. on the same side of A, and larger than the combined radii of 
strokes A and B, then [bj, bj+1] does not overlap [ai, ai+1] and processing continues with the next 
line segment of B. 
Then we have the cases of overlap. If both of the point distances are less than the combined 
radii of A and B, regardless of their sign, then we have full overlap of [bj, bj+1] along [ai, ai+1] – 
that is, between the two relative, horizontal coordinates calculated above. If only one of the 
point distances is less than the required distance, or they are on different sides, we calculate the 
slope between the two points and, from that, where they get close enough to overlap. This leads 
to a limited overlap of [bj, bj+1] along [ai, ai+1], within these newly calculated ratios. 
 

 
Figure 8: Projecting the next segment of B along the first segment of A. At this point there is 
partial overlap. This figure shows the final, clamped ratios along 𝑎! , 𝑎!!! . 

Once overlap has been determined, the ratios of [ai, ai+1] calculated above are clamped in the 
range [0, 1], so that only overlap along the actual segment, rather than the infinite line of which 
the segment is a part, is considered. These ratios are then converted into absolute distances 
along the stroke, by multiplying them by the length of [ai, ai+1] and adding to them the length of 
all line segments of a processed up until this latest one. These two absolute distances are then 
inserted into a special container, called the range set, that iteratively merges any ranges inserted 
into it. 
Once the whole of A has been processed like this, the total length of all ranges in the range set is 
the total overlap of B along A. Dividing this value by the total length of A gives a ratio between 
zero and one of the amount B overlaps A. 
 

 
Figure 9: Projecting the third segment of B along the first segment of A. At this point, there is 
no possible overlap, since both points of B projects > 1.0. 

The range set 
The range set is a simple, specialized container. It holds a set of ranges [from, to] and can only 
be added to. Each time a new range is inserted, the range set finds any overlapping ranges and 
combines them with the new one into a single, big range. If the new range is completely 
enclosed in an existing range, it is simply ignored. It is necessary to track ranges like this for 
overlap calculations, since a stroke B may intersect a stroke A several times along the same 
range, for example by crossing it several times at different angles. 
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Efficiency concerns 
Performing full overlap calculations of every stroke against every other stroke is O(n2), where n 
is the total number of points in all strokes combined. This quickly becomes unacceptably slow, 
especially as resolution increases. To alleviate that, an axis-aligned bounding box was 
calculated for each stroke. These bounding boxes were compared before performing a full 
overlap calculation, to quickly reject any strokes that could not possibly overlap. The filtering 
was also put after categorization and only applied to the two main categories used for model 
matching, to cut down on the number of strokes and thus the number of points involved. 
Unfortunately, this was not sufficient. Moving the filtering later only managed to remove the 
short strokes from full overlap calculation, which were already relatively cheap due to the 
quadratic nature of the algorithm. 
 

 
Figure 10: Example of bounding box rejection. The third segment of B cannot possibly interact 
with the first segment of A, since their bounding boxes don’t overlap. If B extended further to 
the right, all of it could be rejected from further processing. 

To overcome this problem, the overlap calculation was converted into a recursive divide-and-
conquer algorithm. Rather than linearly processing stroke A from beginning to end, and for each 
step processing stroke B, we now divide A and B into two halves. Each half from one stroke is 
then tested against every half of the other stroke. If the axis aligned bounding boxes of two 
halves intersect, then they are divided further, recursively, down to a preset smallest run of 
points. If the bounding boxes don’t overlap, no part of that combination is processed further. By 
doing this, large chunks of each stroke are quickly discarded and full overlap calculations are 
only performed on small sets of possibly overlapping segments. 
Since a stroke gets subdivided the same way each time, it is possible to pre-calculate these 
increasingly smaller bounding boxes for each stroke individually. The axis-aligned bounding 
box of two sets of points is necessarily the same as the axis-aligned bounding box of the two 
sets’ bounding boxes. Thus it is possible to calculate the bounding boxes bottom-up, by first 
calculating those of the smallest subsets. These bounding boxes can then be joined pairwise to 
calculate the bounding boxes of the next larger level of subsets, et cetera. Calculating the whole 
hierarchy of bounding boxes is thus nearly as fast as just calculating the single bounding box of 
the whole stroke. 
 

 
Figure 11: Axis-aligned bounding box for stroke B (slightly extruded) as well as for each of the 
segments of B. Each corner of the full bounding box is also a corner of a smaller one. 

If we’re not interested in the exact amount of overlap, but rather if it is over a certain threshold, 
it is possible to end the overlap calculation early. Once the algorithm determines it has already 
reached the required threshold, it can stop and return a match. If the part of the stroke not 
already processed is too small to possibly reach the required threshold, it can stop and return 
that there was no match. 
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Matching 
Once useful categories have been established, our pre-defined context models can process them. 
There are currently two context models implemented, although one can be seen as a subset of 
the other: regular tables and SWOT matrices. 

What are context models? 
A context model contains the logic required to turn a set of strokes into areas of context in the 
image. All context models share a common interface, that exposes the information extracted. 
This information is as follows: 

• The name of the context model. For a SWOT matrix, this is SWOT; for a regular table, 
this is the number of columns and rows in the table, such as “5x2”. 

• The likelihood that this context model is correct. This can be one of four values, Likely, 
Possible, Unlikely and Impossible. Although the context model can be created from any 
set of strokes, they might not be correct for this kind of model. 

• A list of the identified contextual areas of the image. Each area has a name, a color and 
an outline. This information can be used to present the extracted areas to the user. It 
can, of course, be empty if the input strokes don’t match the model. 

• A list of the strokes used to construct the contextual areas of the image. Used internally 
to validate the correctness of the algorithm (see Evaluation). This list can also be empty 
if the input strokes don’t match the model. 

The likelihood parameter can be used to order the context models, if more than one is identified 
for the same input. This would allow the user to be presented with the “best” match initially, but 
easily change to another if it is not the model that the user intended.  

Regular Tables 
Tables are considered regular if they are constructed from a regular grid, i.e. each row has an 
equal number of columns and vice-versa. The cells themselves need not all be of the same size. 
The regular table context model accepts as input a set of vertical strokes that we would like to 
consider for row separators and a set of horizontal strokes to consider for column separators. 
They are the unique, long, straight vertical and horizontal categories created previously. 

Finding intersections 
Each horizontal stroke is approximated by a straight line and then tested against a straight-line 
approximation of each vertical line. If they intersect at reasonable points (i.e. not too close to the 
end of either), the intersection is stored as a possible set of separating lines of the table. 
Concurrently, a graph is built, with edges between each pair of intersecting horizontal and 
vertical stroke. 
Once all possible intersections have been found, the resulting graph is analyzed breadth-first 
and all connected components are extracted from it. The components are then processed in 
order, biggest first. In many cases, there is only one such component. However, if spurious 
other intersections are found in the provided sets of strokes (say, something in the background, 
outside the whiteboard), this shouldn’t stop the context model from correctly identifying a table. 
For the regular table model to accept a set of strokes as cell dividers, each vertical stroke must 
intersect every horizontal stroke and vice-versa.  If this proves to be the case for a component, it 
becomes a candidate model. Its vertical and horizontal lines are then filtered to make sure no 
very-small rows or columns are added due to similar, but not identical, dividing strokes. This 
fixes some cases of messy inputs that gets through de-duplication, but is not sufficient to not 
filter out duplicates as well. Specifically, it will not handle the case of sub-strokes, which would 
cause the regular table model to not accept the component as a candidate in the first place. 
Each candidate model is graded by its closeness to the center of the image – it is likely that the 
user will aim the camera at the center of the intended table, thus placing the table close to the 
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center of the image. The closeness is calculated from the arithmetic mean position of each of the 
intersections. The most central, largest candidate is chosen as the most probable table model. 

Constructing the context areas 
Once a table model has been chosen, it is processed further to find the exact intersections – as 
opposed to the intersections of the line segment approximations. This involves finding where 
along each stroke the intersections occur, i.e. which point in each stroke is the last before the 
intersection and which is the first after the intersection, as well as the exact coordinates of the 
intersection. In some cases, these can all be the same, if the intersection is coincident with a 
point in the stroke. 
These points are referred to as splitting points and are found by calculating pairwise line 
segment intersections between segments of one stroke with segments of the other stroke (i.e. 
one of the horizontal strokes and one of the vertical strokes). To speed the search up, it is seeded 
with the previously approximated intersection point. The search starts with the segment of each 
stroke closest to that point and is iteratively extended along both strokes, one step at a time, 
until an intersection is found, or there are no more segments to try. It is possible that no proper 
intersection is found, since the previous check was only approximate. In that case, the model is 
discarded and it is no longer considered valid. 
The splitting points are ordered in the center of a two-dimensional array, from top-to-bottom 
and from left-to-right. The borders of the array are constructed by linearly extrapolating each of 
the vertical and horizontal strokes to where they intersect the top, bottom and sides of the 
image, respectively. The corners of the array are filled in with the coordinates of each of the 
four corners of the image. 
Once this grid is prepared, the area outline of each cell in the table can be constructed from the 
information in each of four adjacent array entries. The top-left cell will be created from 
information in grid0,0, grid0,1, grid1,0 and grid1,1. By using the actual points of the strokes 
involved, it is possible to get exact outlines for each cell. 
The context areas are named in typical spreadsheet fashion, with each row numbered, starting at 
one, and each column named with a capital letter, starting at A. The top-left cell is thus named 
“A1”. 

SWOT 
A SWOT matrix can be constructed from a single intersecting pair of horizontal and vertical 
lines, if such a pair is available. Since the regular table context model already does a lot to 
identify such pairs, it is also possible to create a SWOT context model from a regular table 
whenever the table has two rows and two columns. The SWOT context model has no 
functionality for filtering sets of strokes itself. Most of its processing is the same as for the 
regular context model, once a model has been found, albeit much simpler since the 
dimensionality of the model is fixed. 
The SWOT context model rates the likelihood that the pair of strokes actually make up a SWOT 
matrix based on how central they are in the image, as well as how central to each other they 
intersect. If the lines intersect somewhere within 15% of their half points and that intersection 
lies somewhere within the central 25% of the image (in each direction), then the existence of a 
SWOT matrix is deemed likely. If the same applies but with the limits of 30% and 50%, it’s 
considered possible that it is a SWOT matrix. With the limits 50% and 75%, it is considered 
unlikely. Anything outside of that and it’s no longer a SWOT matrix. 
The four areas of the SWOT context model are named, appropriately, “Strengths”, 
“Weaknesses”, “Opportunities” and “Threats” and are colored green, yellow blue and red, 
respectively. 
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Evaluation 
Once the algorithm was complete enough to process an input image and output a set of 
identified contextual areas, it was time to develop a larger set of test images and evaluate the 
algorithm properly. The first subsection describes the set of test images and why they were 
chosen. Then follows a description of the software modifications necessary to perform 
automatic validation of the test set, including the (sometimes manual) labor performed to create 
an answer key for the software to compare against. The section closes with a run-down of the 
tests performed and an analysis of the results. 

The test set 
The development of the algorithm started out with a few computer generated images and photos 
with context lines added digitally. After a while, this was extended with a few, low quality 
photos of lines on a whiteboard. Most of the development was done using these images. Once 
performance was good enough, it was time for a more thorough evaluation of the algorithm. 
The test set was designed to cover several different aspects of real-life usage: 

• Varying camera quality 
• Pictures taken at different angles 
• Varying amounts of light 
• Different colors and intensities of markers used for drawing the lines 
• Dirty and clean whiteboards 
• Only context lines or lines together with other information on the whiteboard 
• Surrounding clutter in the background or just the whiteboard 
• Specific problems, such as glare or objects overlapping lines 

The test set contains 27 different motifs. All photos of the same motif contain the exact same, 
unaltered content on the whiteboard. All of these motifs were photographed with three different 
cameras and most of them were also photographed from two different angles: straight ahead and 
slightly from the left. The first seven motifs are all SWOT matrices drawn in one of six different 
markers. Four thin markers from a newly opened packet – black, red, green and blue – and two, 
thicker markers that lay by the whiteboard, one red and one blue. 
During this process it became obvious that the green marker was much weaker than the others, 
despite it coming from a newly opened packet. It was thus designated the weak marker and used 
as a comparison in most of the other setups. The black marker was chosen as the strong marker, 
primarily because it was strong, but also because it should prove the easiest to distinguish even 
if color information were to be discarded during processing.  
Since the green marker was so weak, it was used in two different ways: by just drawing a single 
stroke, as usual, and by trying to make fatter lines by drawing back and forth repeatedly (see 
Figure 12). It was expected that the repeated strokes would confuse the algorithm, not allowing 
it to find useful, long strokes. There are two sets of images with these “fatter” strokes, called fat 
green in the descriptions below. 
The cameras chosen were those of three camera phones: 

• Samsung Galaxy Pocket Plus – 2.0 megapixel camera with no apparent automatic 
adjustments for lighting, etc. 1600x1200 resolution. 4:3 aspect ratio. 

• HTC One (M8) – 4.0 megapixel camera, 2688 x 1520 resolution. 16:9 aspect ratio. 
• iPhone 6 Plus – 8.0 megapixel camera, 3264x2488 resolution. 4:3 aspect ratio. 

All phones were used with the default camera app and with no special settings made, to 
accurately capture different circumstances when used from within a simple point-and-shoot app. 
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Motifs 
A total of 159 pictures were taken. The following is a description of all the motifs 
photographed, in order: 

• 1-7 – SWOT matrix with the markers black, green, fat green, blue, red, wide blue and 
wide red. Shot from the front and from the side. 

• 8-10 – 3x3 regular table in black, green and fat green. The cells are all roughly the same 
size. Shot from the front and from the side. 

• 11, 12 – Regular table with 5 columns and 2 rows. The columns are narrow and each 
row takes up half the whiteboard vertically. Shot from the front and from the side. 

• 13-19 – Scrum board with 4 columns, only the black marker but with increasingly more 
content in it. The first motif is only the lines, the next has text written in the header 
cells, the next one on has ten sticky notes in the first column as well. In 16 there is also 
an eraser and a magnet on the whiteboard. For each following motif, some sticky notes 
are moved as would be appropriate if actually used as a scrum board. All shot from the 
front and from the side. 

• 20 – The same Scrum board as in 13-19 but with notes and the eraser actively placed in 
problematic locations, somewhat covering lines. Shot from the front and from the side. 

• 21 – Empty, dirty whiteboards. The whiteboards where drawn on repeatedly and then 
poorly wiped clean, to simulate a long time of use. Before setting up previous motifs the 
whiteboard was thoroughly cleaned to keep residue from possibly interfering with the 
results. No contexts should be identified for these boards. Shot from the front and from 
the side. 

• 22 – SWOT matrix in green on dirty whiteboard. Shot from the front and from the side. 
• 23 – SWOT matrix in red on dirty whiteboard. Made increasingly worse by first turning 

off all the lights in the room, leaving only natural light from the window, then angling 
the whiteboard to also reflect glare from said window. All except the glare variant are 
shot both from the front and from the side. The glare variant is shot slightly from the 
right. 

• 24 – SWOT matrix in green on very dirty whiteboard. On top of the dirt in 21-23, a set 
of tables were drawn on the whiteboard and then poorly erased, clearly leaving behind 
residual streaks. Only shot from the front. 

• 25 – 3x3 regular table in green on very dirty whiteboard. Only shot from the front. 
• 26 – SWOT matrix in black on very dirty whiteboard. Only shot from the front. 
• 27 – 3x3 regular table in black on very dirty whiteboard. Only shot from the front. 

 

  
Figure 12: Lines drawn with weak, green marker (left). The same lines reinforced by repeatedly 
drawing along them, with the same weak, green marker (right). 
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The software 
Evaluating the quality and robustness of the system includes testing its performance with 
different sets of values for its parameters. There are quite a few of those, and the set of all 
possible combinations is prohibitively large to test exhaustively. This section describes the 
changeable parameters of the system, as well as what combinations were used during 
evaluation.  

Configurable parameters 
Downscaling mode 
Determines how to downscale the input image during preprocessing. It can either be to halve or 
to quarter the image along each dimension. Downscaling can also be disabled completely. 
Maximum line width 
The largest distance searched from one edge point when determining midpoints. The algorithm 
will extract no strokes thicker than this value, but keeping this low enough ensures not too many 
false midpoints are found. Reasonably set to a percentage of the image size.  
Outline accuracy 
The maximum error parameter used during Ramer-Douglas-Peucker simplification. Unlike most 
other parameters that signify distances in pixels, this one is relative to the downscaled resolution 
– since that is the resolution that midpoints are limited to. High values makes further processing 
faster but makes the resulting areas coarser. 
Color Canny channel weights 
The relative weights of the three different color channels used when calculating gradient 
intensities. Setting these to (1, 0, 0) will completely discard color information from gradient 
calculation, reducing Color Canny to regular Canny. 
Multilevel Canny thresholds 
The three thresholds used by multilevel Canny for the low-confidence, medium-confidence and 
high-confidence edge maps. Can be calculated by one of the methods described in the 
Multilevel Canny section. 
Multilevel Canny mode 
Whether to create multilevel Canny edge maps using the linear or thresholded mode, as 
described in the Multilevel Canny section. 
Midpoint angle threshold and Midpoint thickness threshold 
At which difference in angles and thicknesses, respectively, to create a new midpoint when 
inserting into the midpoint set, rather than join with a pre-existing, coincidental midpoint. High 
values could create erroneous midpoints while low values could result in too many midpoints, 
resulting in slower processing or possibly more duplicates. 
Initial midpoint confidence threshold 
The confidence level required of a midpoint for it to be used to initiate the tracing of a stroke. 
With reasonable image data and Canny thresholds, this should normally be kept at 1, so only 
really reliable midpoints are used initially. 
Stroke confidence score threshold 
The confidence score of a stroke is the average of the confidence scores of all of the midpoints 
in the stroke. The midpoint confidence score is the average of the edges involved when 
identifying the midpoint. A low threshold will require fewer high-confidence midpoints to retain 
a stroke, rather than discarding it, after extraction. A very low threshold might produce many 
false positives or duplicates, increasing processing time. 
Stroke direction inertia 
How slowly the direction of a newly expanded midpoint affects the direction along which we 
search for the next midpoint. If set to one the direction changes immediately to that of the new 
midpoint; if set to two the direction changes by only half the difference between the current 
search direction and that of the new midpoint, et cetera. 
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Maximum search extension 
The largest distance to search from one midpoint to find the next one. Needs to be large enough 
to cover any voids caused by overlapping lines. If it is too large, stroke tracing may take a lot of 
time and connect unrelated midpoints. Should probably be set to a factor of the maximum line 
width. 
Chroma and Luma thresholds 
Thresholds for color comparisons when tracing strokes. Stroke tracing stops if enough pixels 
differ more than any of these when looking for the next midpoint. 
Midpoint suppression mode 
How to suppress midpoints around extracted strokes, to limit duplicates. Can either be to 
suppress only the midpoints used in the stroke, to also suppress all midpoints immediately 
adjacent to the midpoints used in the stroke or to suppress all midpoints covered by the full 
width of the stroke. 

Testing for correctness 
Two things were developed to be able to automatically evaluate the correctness of the system: 
an answer key and a method for checking the output of the system against said answer key. 

Testing method 
The software was extended to output the information extracted by the context models into a 
JSON (Ecma International, 2013) (Bray, 2014) file, named after the input image file name, but 
with the extension replaced with .result. This file contains a list of each of the identified 
contexts, formatted as follows: 
 
{ 
  /* A list of all contexts identified */ 
  "contexts": [ 
    { 
      "name" : "SWOT",  /* The name of the context */ 
      "likelihood" : 3, /* The likelihood of the context being correct, as an integer */ 
       
      /* A list of all the areas identified */ 
      "areas" : [ 
        { 
          "name" : "strengths", /* The name of the context area */ 
          "outline" : [ ]       /* A list of all points in the outline */ 
        }, 
        ... /* More areas */ 
      ], 
 
      /* A list of all the strokes used for determining the areas */ 
      "strokes" : [ 
        { 
          "thickness" : 4, /* The thickness of the stroke */ 
          "points" : [ ]   /* A list of all points in the stroke */ 
        }, 
        ... /* More strokes */ 
      ] 
    }, 
    ... /* More contexts */ 
  ] 
} 

Figure 13: Description of JSON format read and written by the software. 

The software was then extended to parse a file of the same format, but named after the input 
image file name with the extension replaced by .context. This information was then used to 
validate the output of subsequent runs of the algorithm. 
The software reports the outcome of validation both qualitatively and quantitatively. In each 
case, the information is output as single lines to standard output, intermingled with other 
logging. Qualitative information is output on a line prefixed by result:, followed by the name 
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of the image file processed. Quantitative information is output on a line prefixed by score:, 
followed by the name of the image processed. The format of the output makes it easy to filter 
out any unwanted information, leaving only, for example, the scoring, while still being able to 
see each result in context. 

Qualitative analysis 
The type of each context found is checked against the answer key. If one is found that has no 
matching version in the answer key, the context is deemed incorrect. Any contexts in the 
answer key that were not found are deemed missing. Context types are things such as SWOT or 
2x2 – just a general description of what it contains. 
If the context type is, indeed, a valid one, it is further compared against the answer key. Each 
identified area is matched, based on names, between context and answer key and compared for 
similarity. The areas are compared based on their axis-aligned bounding boxes. An identified 
area is considered similar enough to the correct answer if no corner of its bounding box is 
farther away than 1% of the largest dimension of the image (usually width). In that case, the 
area is considered invalid. If an area of the same name is not found in the answer key, it is 
considered missing. This should never happen, since the names of the areas are fixed for each 
type of context. 
Even if all areas are identified correctly, it might be that the strokes used to construct those 
areas have not been correctly extracted. This is probably of no interest to the end-user, but 
allows us to better understand the algorithms used – the model matching stage may be robust 
enough to deal with poor inputs in some cases, but we still want some understanding of how 
changing parameters affects the image processing stage. Thus, the strokes need to be validated 
as well.  
Each of the strokes used by the context model to construct the context areas are compared for 
overlap against those of the answer key. The overlap calculation used is the same as the one 
used for discarding duplicates in the Calculating overlap section. Before comparison, the 
thickness of the answer-key stroke is artificially doubled to allow for some more inexactness, 
for example that of higher tolerances during outline simplification. The two strokes need to 
overlap each other by at least 90% for them to be considered matching. If the strokes are not 
considered matching, one of the following three things can happen: 

• The stroke is considered too short if it is covered by at least 90% by a stroke in the 
answer key. 

• The stroke is considered too long if it covers a stroke in the answer key by at least 90%. 
• Otherwise, the stroke is not considered matching and the next stroke in the answer key 

is tested against instead. If no match is found in the answer key, the stroke is considered 
bad. 

Before outputting the result, the number of short, long, and bad lines is tallied. The output may 
look like in Figure 14. 

Quantitative analysis (scoring) 
A scoring system, based on the qualitative analysis above, was developed to aid in evaluating 
the quality of the algorithm at a glance. This was especially necessary to be able to make sense 
of several runs of the algorithm, each with a different set of parameters or choice of methods for 
thresholding. The scoring heavily emphasizes correctly identifying context types and context 
areas, with the correctness of the strokes used only playing a minor part. 
The score is calculated for each of the contexts in the answer key. A correctly identified context 
type is worth 50% of the full value of that context. Correctly identifying all of the areas of a 
context is worth 40% of the score. For a 2x2 table, this means each area is worth 10% of the full 
value of the context. The last 10% is achieved by correctly identifying all strokes. No distinction 
is made between short, long, and bad strokes when scoring. 
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The value of a context depends on how many contexts exist in the answer key. Each input 
image is worth exactly one point, so if it contains two contexts, say SWOT and 2x2, they are 
each worth half a point. 
If the answer key is empty then the point is only awarded if the algorithm found no context. 
result: 003-swot-fatgreen-front-iphone6.jpg: 2x2: invalidArea(A2) shortStrokes(1) OK 
score: 003-swot-fatgreen-front-iphone6.jpg: 0.85 
result: 009-3x3-green-front-galaxy.jpg: 2x2: INCORRECT 
result: 009-3x3-green-front-galaxy.jpg: SWOT: INCORRECT 
result: 009-3x3-green-front-galaxy.jpg: 3x3: MISSING 
score: 009-3x3-green-front-galaxy.jpg: 0 
result: 009-3x3-green-front-iphone6.jpg: 3x3: OK 
score: 009-3x3-green-front-iphone6.jpg: 1 

Figure 14: Example output from validation. 

Creating the answer key 
To be able to test the output of the system, correct solutions must first be collected to have 
something to compare with. Fortunately, the system was already in a good enough state to 
produce correct outputs for the vast majority of input images. Thus, the output .result files for 
most of the pictures could immediately be copied to .context files and used as the answer key. 
For the rest of the images, the correct answers had to be created manually. Initially, the 
solutions were created by loading the image into GIMP (The GIMP Team), creating paths that 
matched the correct strokes, exporting those paths as SVG (W3C, 2011) files and manually 
constructing a .context file based on that. This was both tedious and error-prone, especially as 
the contexts became more complex than two crossing lines. 
For some images, it was possible to adjust the parameters of the algorithm and re-run it to get a 
correct result, which could then be used. For some images, this was not possible, as the quality 
of the image was too poor, or the algorithm was just not able to handle it at that stage. In those 
cases, it was necessary to yet again load the image into GIMP. 
Rather than exporting vector data from GIMP and using that to manually construct an answer 
key, a new, transparent layer was added to the image and the lines were manually traced onto 
that layer with a strong, solid red paintbrush. That layer was then exported as a separate JPEG 
(ISO/IEC, 2013) file, resulting in an image containing only the valid lines on a white 
background, closely matching the content of the original image. When running this new image 
through the software, it was able to correctly identify the context and strokes used. This result 
could then be used to test the original image for correctness. A total of seventeen correct 
answers were created like this. 

Results 
Below follows an overview of algorithm scoring results when run with an array of different 
settings. The first column names the variant used, as described in the surrounding section. The 
next column is the total sum of scores for the whole test set. It gives some insight into how well 
the algorithm performs, but is not exhaustive – a higher value can be the result of better 
performance on poor quality content while sacrificing high-quality results. 
The rest of the columns provide an overview of the performance of individual motifs, grouped 
into three groups: images with strong lines that should be easy to detect, images with weak lines 
that would be nice to detect but more understandable if not, and finally the difficult cases, that 
are explicitly designed to be difficult to detect. The motifs are numbered – see the motif 
descriptions above for more information about them. 
The result cells are marked as follows: 

• An X means the photographs of the motif scored at least 0.9 points on average. This 
means all contexts and all context areas were identified correctly, although some lines 
may be slightly off. These cells are shaded the darkest. 
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• A slash (/) means the photographs of the motif scored at least 0.5 points on average. 
This means all contexts were identified correctly, however the areas and lines may be 
wrong to some extent. These cells are shaded medium gray. 

• A dash (-) means the photographs of the motif scored less than 0.5 points on average. 
This means that not all contexts were identified correctly. More likely, this means no 
context was identified correctly. 

Default settings 
All of the tests performed vary some, but not all, of the parameters of the algorithm and leave 
the other at their default values. It might therefore be prudent to explain what those defaults are. 

Parameter Default value 

Downscaling mode 

Images from the Galaxy Pocket Plus camera are only 
smoothed but not resized. The other images are 
smoothed and have both their dimensions halved during 
preprocessing. 

Maximum line width 
Set to 1% of the maximum image dimension (1% of the 
width, in our case, since all images are in landscape 
orientation). 

Outline accuracy The square root of two (√2), the distance from one pixel 
to a pixel adjacent diagonally. 

Color Canny channel weights 

1.0 for the Luma channel and 0.52 (0.707) for each of 
the Chroma channels. As the weights are applied to the 
squares of each channel’s gradient intensity, before 
summing and taking the square root to get the combined 
gradient intensity, each Chroma channel should affect 
the intensity half as much as the Luma channel. Thus, 
Chroma and Luma are weighted equally. 

Midpoint angle threshold 
22.5 degrees. All midpoints with angles within 45 
degrees could thus reduce to one in the middle of the 
wedge.  

Midpoint thickness threshold One fourth of the maximum line width. 

Initial midpoint confidence threshold 1.0 

Stroke confidence score threshold 0.25 

Stroke direction inertia 2 

Maximum search extension 125% of the maximum line width, to make sure even 
the fattest lines can intersect safely. 

Chroma and Luma thresholds 32 and 64, respectively. Chroma and Luma channels all 
have a range of 256 values. 

Midpoint suppression mode Suppress initial midpoints across the whole width of the 
stroke. 
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Edge detection overview 
The first set of results is an overview of the influence of different settings for the edge detection 
phase of image processing. All the other parameters are kept unchanged between runs, and are 
at the default values that evolved during the design and implementation of the complete 
algorithm. All the variants use the thresholded version of Multilevel Canny but differ in other 
settings for edge detection: 

• The Multi Otsu versions use Otsu’s thresholding method three times, to incrementally 
determine the high, medium and low thresholds for Multilevel Canny. 

• The Otsu versions use a single run of Otsu’s method to determine the high threshold for 
Multilevel Canny. This value was multiplied by 0.5 to get the medium threshold and by 
0.25 to get the low threshold. 

• The Gradient versions calculate the thresholds for Multilevel Canny from the arithmetic 
mean and standard deviation of gradient intensities. The factors used are 2.88 for the 
high threshold, 1.33 for the medium threshold and 0.44 for the low threshold. They 
were initially determined based on rough probabilities, but were later adjusted manually 
to improve edge detection.  

• The Fixed versions use the same thresholds for all images in the set. These were pre-
calculated from the averages of the otsu-color version. Each threshold was averaged 
over the whole set of images. In fixed-avg-color, the average for each threshold was 
used.  In fixed-low-color, the lowest acceptable threshold in the whole set of images 
was used for the low threshold, whereas the averages were used for the medium and 
high thresholds. 

• The Color versions perform Color Canny with the Luma channel weighted as 1.0 and 
each of the Chroma channels weighted as 0.707. See Default settings for more 
information.  

• The Gray versions perform Color Canny with the weights for the Chroma channels set 
to 0, essentially reducing it to standard Canny on the Luma channel only. 

 

Variant Score 
Strong lines Weak lines Difficult cases 

1 4 5 6 7 8 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 2 3 9 10 12 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 
multiotsu-color 142.2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X / - X X X / X X 
multiotsu-gray 141.4 X X X X / X X X X X X X X X X - X / X / - X X X - X X 

otsu-color 139.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - X X X - X X 
otsu-gray 138.6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - X X X - X X 

gradient-gray 136.7 X X / X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - / X / - X X 
gradient-color 136.2 X X / X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - X X / - X X 

fixed-avg-color 134.0 X / / X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - / / - / X X 
fixed-low-color* 98.9 / / X X / / / / / / / - / / / / / - - / - / / / - X / 
Maximum score 159 * - Very slow 

Table 1: Results of trying several different edge detection methods on the whole test set. 

It is clear from this table that the choice of method for determining thresholds affects the quality 
of the results to a great extent. Maybe surprisingly, using the average thresholds for the whole 
set of images produces reasonable results. This might be due to them all being shot under very 
similar circumstances – very similar lighting, clean whiteboard backgrounds, et cetera. Once 
these change, and we have dirty whiteboards and a darker room, the results quickly deteriorate. 
Motif no. 23 includes photos taken with the lights in the room turned off. Motif no. 24 has a 
very dirty background full of residual lines from previously drawn tables. 
The fixed gradient version using the very lowest threshold performs the poorest of the set. It 
also runs for almost twice as long as the other ones, clocking in at 342 seconds. Both of these 
results are likely due to the large amount of noise falsely extracted as edges and, consequently, 
as strokes. 
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In general, the Color Canny versions seem to outperform the standard Canny versions, albeit 
slightly. Although Gradient-Gray scores higher than Gradient-Color it performs worse on motif 
no. 22. It seems to perform slightly worse on some others, though, so it’s difficult to call. 

Observations on the test set 
From these initial results, it is clear that a couple of the motifs are significantly more difficult 
for the algorithm than the others, even within the two groups of difficult images. Motif no. 2 is 
of an empty SWOT matrix drawn in the weakest of the markers used. None of the otherwise 
well-performing algorithms manage to identify these six images well. The Gradient variants and 
Fixed-Avg manage to properly extract one of the images – the iPhone6 plus photo taken from 
straight-ahead. The lowest threshold fixed version actually scores reasonably well on this set 
and extracts the SWOT matrix correctly all four of the iPhone6 plus and HTC One (M8) photos, 
taken from straight-ahead and from the side. There was quite a lot of noise and false strokes 
found, as can be seen in the picture below. 

 
Figure 15: Output from the image processing stage using fixed, low-threshold Canny variant on 
motif no. 2 as shot by HTC One (M8). Note the large number of false pen-strokes identified. 

The second really difficult motif is number 20. It is the Scrum board where lines have been 
deliberately covered by sticky notes and magnets. The main problem is the magnetic whiteboard 
eraser in the top of the image. As it so completely covers the upper part of the central vertical 
line, the algorithm fails to find a valid intersection between it and the horizontal line. It is thus 
completely removed from consideration by the context model for regular tables. Although not 
visible in the table above, the well-performing methods do extract contextual information from 
motif no. 20, just not the correct one. MultiOtsu-Color identifies all but one of the six images as 
containing a 3x2 regular table, rather than the expected 4x2. If the context model were to be 
extended to handle such cases, it should be possible to have motif no. 20 be handled almost 
perfectly by some of the better variants used. They would then probably identify the images as 
likely containing 3x2 regular tables and possibly containing 4x2 regular tables. It would then be 
up to the user to pick the right one – or they could just move the eraser. 
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Figure 16: Example of problematic motif no. 20 (left) and the areas identified in it (right). 

Motif no. 25 is the last of the really difficult ones. It contains a 3x3 grid in weak marker on a 
whiteboard with heavy residual lines from previous tables. For most variants, the contrast of the 
separating lines is just too poor to pick up. The best-performing variants manage one or two of 
the three pictures taken of the motif. 

Camera quality comparison 
It is reasonable to assume that the quality of the results from the algorithm depends heavily on 
the quality of the input data. The previous section brought some insight into how the quality of 
the motif – i.e. what is actually on the whiteboard – affects the output. In this section, the test set 
is divided into two batches, one with only pictures from the 2MP camera phone and the other 
with only pictures from the other two phones. 
 

Variant Score 
Strong lines Weak lines Difficult cases 

1 4 5 6 7 8 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 2 3 9 10 12 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 
multiotsu-color 44.7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X - X - - X X / - X X 

fixed-low-color* 43.9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X - X - - X X X - X X 
otsu-gray 43.7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / - X - - X X / - X X 
otsu-color 43.7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / - X / - X X / - X X 

multiotsu-gray 43.6 X X X X / X X X X X X X X X X - X - X - - X X / - X X 
gradient-color 42.6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / - X / - X X - - X X 
gradient-gray 41.7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / - X / - - X - - X X 

fixed-avg-color 35.6 X - / X X X X X X X X X X X X - - - X - - - / - - X X 
Maximum score 53 * - Very slow 

Table 2: Results for Samsung Galaxy Pocket Plus (2MP Camera). 

Variant Score 
Strong lines Weak lines Difficult cases 

1 4 5 6 7 8 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 2 3 9 10 12 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 
fixed-avg-color 98.4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X - X X / X X X 
multiotsu-gray 97.7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X - X X X / X X 
multiotsu-color 97.5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X - X X X X X X 

otsu-color 95.6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X / - X X X / X X 
otsu-gray 95.0 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X / - X X X - X X 

gradient-gray 95.0 X X / X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X / - X X X / X X 
gradient-color 93.6 X X / X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - X X X / X X 

fixed-low-color* 55.1 / / X X / - - / / - - - / / / / - / - / - / / - - X - 
Maximum score 106 * - Very slow 

Table 3: Results for iPhone 6 plus and HTC One (M8) (8MP and 4MP respectively). 

In general, having a higher quality input results in a higher quality output. None of the high-
performing variants fared worse with the second set than did they with the first. Many of the 
generally difficult motifs – numbers 3, 9, 12, and 25 – were handled much better with improved 
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picture quality. In percentages, the highest scoring variant in the first set scored 84.3% of the 
maximum score, whereas the highest scoring variant of the second set scored 92.8%. 
Interestingly enough, the fixed threshold version performed among the best for both of the 
image sets. The average threshold version scored the highest in the high quality picture set and 
the low threshold version scored second highest in the low quality picture set. Given the 
otherwise similar conditions under which these images were taken, this result is maybe not too 
strange. 

Camera angle comparison 
The next two tables show the influence of camera angle on the quality of the output of the 
algorithm. Taking the photos at an angle produces slightly worse results than when shooting 
head-on. The difference is not as pronounced as that between different quality cameras. The 
easy cases are handled equally well in both cases, as are the specifically difficult cases. The 
weak lines are, however, more problematic. When taking the photo at an angle, part of the 
picture will be further away and, thus, smaller, making weak lines even more difficult to make 
out. The highest scoring algorithm (multiotsu-color in both cases) scores 90.1% of the 
maximum for photos taken from the front and 88.6% for photos taken from the side. 
 

Variant Score 
Strong lines Weak lines Difficult cases 

1 4 5 6 7 8 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 2 3 9 10 12 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 
multiotsu-color 78.4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X X - X X X / X X 
multiotsu-gray 77.5 X X X X / X X X X X X X X X X - X / X X - X X X - X X 

otsu-color 77.4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X X - X X X - X X 
gradient-gray 76.8 X X / X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X X - X X / - X X 

otsu-gray 76.7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X X - X X X - X X 
gradient-color 76.6 X X / X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X X - X X / - X X 

fixed-avg-color 74.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - X / - / X X 
fixed-low-color 51.0 / X X X / / / / / - / - / X / / - - - - - / / / - X / 

Maximum score 87 * - Very slow 

Table 4: Results for photos taken from the front. 

Variant Score 
Strong lines Weak lines Difficult cases 

1 4 5 6 7 8 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 2 3 9 10 12 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 
multiotsu-gray 63.8 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X / - X X 

These motifs 
were never 

photographed 
at an angle 

multiotsu-color 63.8 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X / - X X 
otsu-gray 61.9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X - - X X 
otsu-color 61.9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X - - X X 

gradient-gray 59.9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / - X - - / X 
fixed-avg-color 59.7 X / / X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - / / 
gradient-color 59.6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - - - X - - X X 

fixed-low-color 47.9 X / X X X - - / X / - - / / X / / - - / - X / 
Maximum score 72 * - Very slow 

Table 5: Results for photos taken from the side.  
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Varying other parameters 
During all previous tests, multiotsu-color performed generally well, scoring among the highest 
in every comparison. Choosing that as a baseline, the other parameters can be changed and 
tested in isolation, or in combination, to identify how they influence the output of the algorithm. 
The otsu-color and multiotsu-color variants are included for comparison. 
This set tests the influence of using the linear version of Multilevel Canny over the thresholded 
version, as well as only using a single level of Canny edge detection. For testing regular, 
“single-level” Canny, the algorithm calculates Otsu’s threshold once and uses that same 
threshold for each of the three levels. These are the lowcanny, midcanny and hicanny variants – 
they use Otsu’s threshold multiplied by 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 respectively. 
This set also tests the influence of stroke trace inertia – variants noinertia and highinertia with 
the parameter set to 1 and 10, respectively. 
The angle threshold of the Midpoint set is lowered to 15 degrees in the narrow variant and to 5 
degrees in the narrower variant. 
The thickness threshold of the Midpoint set is decreased to one eighth of the maximum line 
width in the thickness1 variant and reduced to a constant 1 in the thickness2 variant. In the 
merged variant, it is increased to the full maximum line width and the angle threshold is 
increased to a full 90 degrees, effectively merging all coincident midpoints into one. 
The maximum line width is increased to 2% in the fat variant and reduced to 0.5% in the thin 
variant. The parameters based on the maximum line width are scaled accordingly. Thin1 and 
fat1 are variations added afterwards. They are explained further below.  
In the fullscale variant, downscaling is disabled so all images are processed at full resolution. 
Finally, in the smaller variant, downscaling is increased, reducing the width and height of the 
2MP images by half. The width and height of the other images are reduced to a quarter each. 
 

Variant Score 
Strong lines Weak lines Difficult cases 

1 4 5 6 7 8 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 2 3 9 10 12 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 
highinertia 142.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X / - X X X / X X 

fat1 142.2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X / - X X X / X X 
multiotsu-color 142.2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X / - X X X / X X 

narrow 141.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - X X X / X X 
nosuppress 140.5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X / / - X / X / - X X X / X X 

thin1 140.2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / / / - X X X / X X 
thickness1 140.1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / / / - X X X / X X 
lowcanny 139.5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - X X X - X X 
otsu-color 139.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / X / - X X X - X X 

narrow-noinertia 138.2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - / / / / - X X X / X X 
linear 137.2 X / X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X / X / - X X X / X X 

noinertia-nosuppress 136.3 X X X X X X X X X X X X / X / - X / / / - X X X / X X 
narrower-noinertia 135.9 X X X X X X X X X X X X / X X - - / / / - X X X / X X 

narrower 135.9 X X X X X X X X X X X X / X X - - / / / - X X X / X X 
fullscale* 135.9 X X / X X X X X X X X / X / X - X / / / - X / X / X X 
noinertia 135.8 X X X X X X X X X X X X / X / - X / / / - X X X / X X 
smaller** 133.9 X X X X X X X X / X / / / X X - / / / / - X X X / X X 

thin 125.3 X X X X X / / X X / X X X X X - X / - / - / / / / X / 
midcanny 120.9 X / / X X X X X X X X X X X X - / - / - - / / / - X X 

fat 113.0 X X X X / / / X / / / / / / / - X - - - - / / / / X X 
hicanny 98.2 X - - X X / / X X X X X X X X - - - / - - - / - - X X 

thickness2 96.1 X X / / / / / / / / / / / / X - - - - / - / X / - X / 
merged 34.5 / - / - - - - - - - - - - - X - - - - - - / - - - X / 

Maximum score 159 * - Very, very slow, ** - Very fast 

Table 6: Results of varying different parameters.  
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In general, the algorithm seems quite insensitive to the exact choice of values for many of its 
parameters. A few things do, however, stick out. The most obvious of which is the near-total 
collapse of the algorithm when treating setting the thickness and angle thresholds very, very 
high indeed. 

Midpoint direction is important 
The angle and thickness thresholds are used both to merge coincident midpoints and to find 
matching midpoints when tracing strokes. It is likely that it is this latter use that causes the 
collapse of the algorithm. It is then no longer able to reliably trace strokes through other strokes: 
at every intersection, it might just veer off and follow along in a completely different direction. 

Preprocessing can be improved 
That the heavily downscaled images of the smaller variant produce worse results is quite 
expected. It is not immediately clear why the fullscale variant does not produce at least as good 
a result as the multiotsu-color one, using the default downscaling settings. It is likely that the 
smoothing performed is not strong enough if the image isn’t also scaled down. This could be 
investigated if there is a desire to further improve the overall quality of the algorithm. 

Resolution greatly affects performance 
Most variants in the initial set of edge detection tests, all with default downscaling settings, ran 
for between 180 and 190 seconds. The smaller variant of this test finished in only 80 seconds, 
although with worse results. The fullscale variant ran for a full 570 seconds before finishing. 

Stroke trace inertia depends on the expected shapes 
Setting the stroke trace inertia value high slightly improved the score, if only by a fraction of a 
point. As the features we are extracting are all, at least ostensibly, straight lines, it does not 
matter much how quickly we can change the direction along which we search. If the algorithm 
is to be used to also extract other shapes, it is likely that the inertia needs to be carefully 
balanced to provide enough noise filtering while still properly tracking changes in direction. 

Multilevel Canny might not be necessary 
Regular Canny edge detection, with a low threshold of one quarter of Otsu’s threshold performs 
nearly as good as the Multi Otsu variant. Its results follow those of the otsu-color variant of the 
first comparison. This makes sense, as its Canny thresholds are the same as the lowest of the 
ones used by otsu-color. It should be noted that the lowcanny variant is around 10% slower than 
the otsu-color variant, them running in 198 seconds and 179 seconds, respectively. 

Dependent parameters are more sensitive than max line width 
As can be seen in the table, the thin and fat variants both perform poorly. It turns out the poor 
performance of thin came down to its maximum search extension. At it scaled with the max line 
width, it became too small to handle many of the line crossings found. A variant of thin called 
thin1 was created, that had the lower maximum line size, but the same absolute maximum 
search extension as it would with the default settings. At this value, the algorithm performed 
much better. 
The same types of problems were seen with the fat variant. Reducing the thickness threshold to 
the default value slightly increased the performance of the variant, putting it on a par with then 
thin variant. In the fat1 variant, the maximum search extension was lowered to be the same 
absolute value as with the default settings. The performance then shot up to the same level as 
multiotsu-color. This is due to the way the current search extension (and, therefore, the 
maximum search extension) affects how many pixels with bad colors we allow before stopping 
stroke tracing. This is hard-coded to ¼ of the current stroke extension. It should probably be 
based on something more stable, like the width of the current stroke. 
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Maximum line width affects algorithm performance 
It should be noted that the fat variant ran in 242 seconds, and the fat1 variant ran in 206 seconds 
– both noticeably slower than the 188 seconds of multiotsu-color. Conversely, thin and thin1 
both ran faster than the defaults, at 156 and 167 seconds respectively. This indicates that the 
maximum line width affects algorithm efficiency quite noticeably. It is possible that the speed 
of the algorithm could be increased, and also be made more stable, by altering how midpoints 
are found. Rather than exhaustively searching along straight line segments in the edge map, the 
edge points could be put into a spatial data structure. That way, the algorithm complexity would 
only grow with the number of nearby edge pixels, and not directly by the size of the maximum 
line width parameter. 

Thresholded Multilevel Canny outperforms linear 
The score of the linear variant indicates that thresholded Multilevel Canny outperforms linear 
Multilevel Canny. It scores a whole five points less and fails to correctly handle motif number 
four. 
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